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The Billionaires obsession 2021 considered a god in the business world hendrick montemayor is also a devastatingly gorgeous
son of a gun he must be perfect with his immaculate looks if only he wasn t the town s biggest jerk only the innocent and simple
camilla knows of this young billionaire s dark secret though after spending some nights with him she learned what he had been
hiding behind his perfect facade the truth is that the man is crazy and has a childish mind that when he wants something he
must get it or else there will be trouble unfortunately for her she caught his eyes and captivated him now he wanted to buy her
and make her his wife she made a lot of effort to avoid him yet it only made him more persistent and obsessed with her he had
also become possessive of her he even resorted to dirty tricks just to lure her in until she finally fell into his trap
Montemayor Saga: The Billonaire's Obsession 2014 psicom publishing inc
The Billionaire’s Obsession 2 2013-04 collects four novellas previously issued in the billionaire s obsession series
The Billionaire's Obsession 2013-12 down on her luck nursing student and full time waitress kara foster gets a massive blow to
her already desperate financial situation that will surely find her living on the streets needing nothing less than a miracle to save
her kara gets rescue from an unknown unlikely and overwhelming source billionaire simon hudson makes her an offer that is
impossible to refuse but terrifying to accept from a man that she s never met will the handsome alpha billionaire really be a
solution to her problems or will he end up being a major complication and a danger to her emotional sanity reclusive billionaire
simon hudson would rather be behind a computer creating computer games than rubbing elbows with the elite and he knows
exactly what he wants until he meets kara foster something about kara touches simon in ways he s never experienced and
definitely doesn t like for over a year simon watches over kara but stubbornly refuses to admit his desire to possess her not even
to himself but when she ends up in a situation that could very well be her destruction simon steps up to help her not realizing
that in saving kara he might very well be salvaging his own soul the billionaire s obsession series the billionaire s obsession
simon heart of the billionaire sam the billionaire s salvation max the billionaire s game kade billionaire undone travis billionaire
unmasked jason billionaire untamed tate billionaire unbound chloe billionaire undaunted zane billionaire unknown blake
billionaire unveiled marcus billionaire unloved jett billionaire unchallenged carter
The Billionaire's Obsession: 2017-01-19 when harper s sister goes missing she approaches an old flame for help wondering if she
might still harbor feelings for him but finds herself falling for his twin brother instead
Billionaire Unknown 2015-11-09 chloe colter is finally able to fulfill her dream of getting married after over a decade of school to
become an equine vet but her dreams of a perfect life are shattered when her fiance becomes abusive forcing her to finally
break away from a destructive relationship life has always been simple for gabe walker until the moment he kisses chloe colter
at a new year s eve party he wants her and he s used to getting what he wants can he convince chloe to accept a job at his
horse ranch so he can see her every day and slowly watch her passion emerge as she learns to trust a man again the fire
between gabe and chloe burns hot but can chloe finally let go of her horrifying life before gabe and give him a chance is she
strong enough to reach out and take a man who wants her doesn t want to change her and who cares about her exactly as she is
or will the emotional turmoil of how gabe makes her feel make it even harder for her to heal and force her to walk away
Billionaire Unbound 2018-08-28 includes one night with a billionaire billionaire unmasked the prequel
Billionaire Unchallenged 2014-08-21 one geology intern who desperately needs to be rescued from a hostage situation one
billionaire who has the capability to save her life two people who are inexplicably drawn to each other even though they have
almost nothing in common taylor just when i thought i was destined to die in a foreign country after being kidnapped while doing
a geological exploration a mysterious rescuer shows up just in time to save my life unfortunately my liberator also happens to be
the co ceo of montgomery mining my employer and a billionaire with an attitude at first glance hudson montgomery seems like
the quintessential gorgeous billionaire with plenty of money to burn and no concern for anyone but himself the arrogant
billionaire i could handle but i wasn t quite so sure how to deal with the amazing guy i discovered once i looked past the
superficial exterior the one who stayed by my side as i recovered mentally and physically from the trauma of being a hostage
there was so much more to hudson than just billions of dollars a prestigious last name and a very handsome face when the white
hot chemistry between the two of us finally explodes do i trust the man i ve come to know or do i accept that hudson
montgomery is the same guy the rest of the world sees
Billionaire Unmasked 2020-06-30 ciara mendes is a beautiful journalist from flare magazine who is not only trying to find her
next story but also trying to mend her broken heart giovanni haynes is a man of few words he is the ceo of anton industry and
the number one womanizer in l a a sexy confident rich and very handsome womanizer life is never simple especially when the
things you left in the past keeps catching up with you and the people who you love and trust turns out to be liars and cheaters
with dirty little secrets
Billionaire Undercover 2021-08-09 plus size model laura desperately wants to have a baby but when billionaire mason lawson
offers to be the father laura is surprised to find herself both questioning his motives and considering his offer
The Billionaire's Obsession 2019-07-29 dominic elizabeth pryce reed an angel a virgin my first love i fell for her hard and fast
ten years ago and paid the price on a night of shattering betrayal so i built a billion dollar empire out of vengeance and now i m
coming for her elizabeth dominic king a maverick a self made billionaire my soul mate ten years ago he shredded my heart even
as he vowed he d take what matters most to me i know he s coming and i welcome it i need closure for what happened that
night but the more time i spend with him the more i wonder can i ever move on note this is the first book in the billionaire s
claim duet
Billionaire Unattainable Mason 2018-04-24 after four years of working for the billionaire boss from hell ally caldwell thinks
she finally has her life on the right track her fiance is out of dental school ready to go to work at a thriving practice and it would
finally be her turn to go back and finish her college degree unfortunately her carefully planned future crumbles when she finds
out that her fiance the man she d nearly killed herself to help get through school has been cheating on her with her wedding
looming in the near future ally s blindsided realizing she d never even knew the man she d been planning to marry suddenly her
carefully organized life is turned upside down and not one single thing is turning out the way it was supposed to happen even
her boss travis the tyrant is beginning to act differently throwing ally into an even more confused and chaotic state of mind
travis the one man who she d always counted on to be a jerk was now the guy who actually steps up to try and help her
straighten her life out again unfortunately she doesn t much care for his highhanded arrogance or his methods of helping ally
wants to hate travis it makes her life so much simpler to fight with him than to admit to the combustible chemistry growing
between the two of them but as she begins to see more and more of the real travis beneath his dark facade she can t seem to
resist the dangerous lure of their unlikely attraction billionaire travis harrison does everything he possibly can to repair the
harrison name after a scandal nearly destroyed his family years ago he makes sure he keeps himself and his actions in check his
emotions buried under a thick layer of ice only his secretary and assistant alison caldwell makes him come close to losing his
carefully constructed image the obstinate female keeps shoving him closer and closer to the edge of sanity every single day but
when he finds out about her fiance s betrayal his protective instincts roar to life inside him making him want to ensure she s
never hurt again the only problem is ally doesn t want his help and the infuriating woman does everything she can to push him
away even as the two of them are swept into an undeniable passion that neither of them can possibly ignore before long travis
finds himself in ruthless pursuit of something much more important and elusive than just a business deal can these two very
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different very stubborn people actually be meant to be together find out if travis and ally can let down their defenses and
surrender to a love so powerful it will rock them to the depths of their souls in billionaire undone book five of the billionaire s
obsession series 18 only
The Billionaire's Claim 2014-05-11 jackthe smokin hot blonde with luscious curves that just moved into my yacht club has a
sassy mouth full of complaints a sexy mouth that i can t stand but i d love to fill it with something else for her to choke on she
owes me and i need a favor a fake fiancee if only for just one hour but this fakery is more than we both bargained for
charlottemy new landlord is an a hole one that i absolutely cannot stand but he s incredibly attractive and my body doesn t
seem to care what i think he needs a fake fiancee when his ex shows up and lucky for the a hole i don t have plans tonight
faking it with him is sexy fun and addictive his hot best friend with the older daddy vibe now that s what i call friends with
benefits a whole new adventure begins with this deliciously forbidden romance filled with emotion heat and page turning passion
one that is slightly twisted and a whole lot satisfying and of course a happily ever after
Billionaire Undone 2021-01-26 heart of the billionaire the billionaire s obsession sam genre adult contemporary steamy
romance author note this novel is the complete story of sam and maddie but reading the billionaire s obsession the complete
collection simon and kara s story first is highly recommended to enhance your reading pleasure sam and maddie are here
billionaire sam hudson has pretty much lived his life with no apologies because he tries never to do anything that he s sorry
about except for what he had done in the past to dr madeline reynolds many years and regrets later sam meets up with maddie
again by chance his brother simon is marrying maddie s best friend and the two of them are forced to be civil but sam wants to
be more than polite and he wants another chance to make things right so he offers maddie a bold proposition an offer he knows
she ll have a very hard time declining even though she hates him dr madeline reynolds adores her best friend kara and her
fiancé simon but being forced into the company of sam hudson because they are both in simon and kara s wedding is pure
torture she s hated sam for years but when he offers her a bargain something near and dear to her heart she s torn between her
dislike for the man and the offer of something she s always desperately wanted once sam hudson nearly destroyed her but
maddie discovers that sometimes things aren t always what they appear to be is sam really a devious heartbreaker or is there
something more to him beneath the surface can two people with so many years of hurt between them learn to trust each other
again please note this is a steamy romance and not appropriate for ya readers the book contains steamy love scenes language
and situations not appropriate for ya readers
The Billionaire's Obsession 2013-04 a ny times and usa today bestseller the billionaire s obsession series the billionaire s
obsession the complete collection simon heart of the billionaire samthe billionaire s salvation maxthe billionaire s game kade
billionaire undone travisbillionaire unmasked jasonbillionaire untamed tatebillionaire unbound chloebillionaire undaunted
zanebillionaire unknown blakeonce a serial trilogy the billionaire s obsession is now complete with a bonus story in this complete
collection about simon and kara this complete collection of the billionaire s obsession includes mine for tonightmine for nowmine
forevermine completelydown on her luck nursing student and full time waitress kara foster gets a massive blow to her already
desperate financial situation that will surely find her living on the streets needing nothing less than a miracle to save her kara
gets rescue from an unknown unlikely and overwhelming source billionaire simon hudson makes her an offer that is impossible
to refuse but terrifying to accept from a man that she s never met will the handsome alpha billionaire really be a solution to her
problems or will he end up being a major complication and a danger to her emotional sanity reclusive billionaire simon hudson
would rather be behind a computer creating computer games than rubbing elbows with the elite and he knows exactly what he
wants until he meets kara foster something about kara touches simon in ways he s never experienced and definitely doesn t like
for over a year simon watches over kara but stubbornly refuses to admit his desire to possess her not even to himself but when
she ends up in a situation that could very well be her destruction simon steps up to help her not realizing that in saving kara he
might very well be salvaging his own soul 18 this book contains graphic language very steamy love scenes and lots of emotion
Heart of the Billionaire 2013-04-23 considered a god in the business world hendrick montemayor is also a devastatingly
gorgeous son of a gun he must be perfect with his immaculate looks if only he wasn t the town s biggest jerk only the innocent
and simple camilla knows of this young billionaire s dark secret though after spending some nights being intimate with him she
learned what he had been hiding behind his perfect facade ang totoo ay baliw at isip bata ang lalaki na kapag may ginusto ay
dapat nitong makuha or else magkakagulo unfortunately for her she caught his eyes and captivated him now he wanted to buy
her and make her his woman she made a lot of effort to avoid him yet it only made him more persistent and obsessed with her
he had also become possessive of her he even resorted to dirty tricks just to lure her in until she finally fell in his trap back cover
The Billionaire's Obsession: the Complete Collection: Mine for Tonight, Mine For 2021 his professional football career over due to
a tragic accident billionaire kade harrison takes on the task of solving a mystery for his brother in law and friend max hamilton
without his former career to fill every minute of the day kade s looking for something to challenge him now that he s lost the
career that had meant everything to him but what starts out as a simple favor soon becomes a whole lot more than he
bargained for when the woman he s seeking slips away from him every time he gets close to finding her when kade does finally
corner her things start to get even more complicated asha paritala is nothing like he expected and the female he had tracked
down as a favor for max soon becomes a woman he wants for his very own a woman who makes protective and highly predatory
instincts he didn t know he had flare to life inside him kade soon discovers that he wants asha s total surrender to the desire and
passion that vibrates intensely between the two of them but he also wants her trust the one thing asha s history makes it
difficult for her to give can kade convince her that some things are worth risking it all caught between two worlds asha paritala is
homeless broke and damaged from a life of abuse and neglect born of an american mother and an indian immigrant father asha
was raised as an indian woman by a foster family after the death of her natural parents when she was little more than a baby
she s spent her entire life under the control of others until finally breaking free two years earlier and she s determined to keep
her freedom even if it means she has to struggle to survive but when she meets kade harrison her resolve is tested after kade
helps her through a bad situation she finds herself beginning to trust kade as she s never trusted a man before kade is
everything she always thought a man should be but can she lose herself in him completely when she knows she s damaged and
confused
The billionaire's obsession 2014-01-26 i never expected the man i saw as nothing but a billionaire player to be the only
person who could rescue me from near insanity one moment everything was perfect i was finally dr harlow lewis research
geoscientist and i was actually employed at montgomery mining laboratories the crème de la crème of labs for my specialty i
also had good friends a supportive parent and a budding relationship with a great guy add all of those things together and it was
impossible for my existence to be anything less than ideal i had exactly the life i d always wanted until it wasn t i guess i never
realized that brief periods of perfection could instantly be followed by a nine day horrific hostage situation that would forever
change the woman i d been before that incident oddly after my release the only person who knew that i was struggling to get
my life back was jaxton montgomery my billionaire boss and the king of one nighters not exactly the perfect confidante right the
two of us barely spoke unless it was company business especially after i d turned down a date with him two years earlier what
rational female would want to have dinner with a man who was known for his one and done dating behavior maybe jax wasn t
the guy i would have chosen to be the person who would drag me out of the darkness and back into life again but he was the
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only one stubborn enough to do it he systematically broke down all of defenses until i reached out and clung to him like he was
the only lifeline i had it wasn t until i got to know him that i realized that jax was so much more than the playboy he was
portrayed to be in the gossip columns he was patient he didn t judge and he had a wicked sense of humor even stranger he
understood what i was going through even when i didn t understand it myself unfortunately he was also the hottest guy i d ever
met and as our bizarre friends but not really friends relationship continued it was getting harder and harder to fight the intense
chemistry between the two of us what happens when a guy you thoroughly disliked just a few months ago suddenly becomes
your everything jax had helped me claw my way back into my life but was i brave enough to risk everything all over again to
keep the one man i d always wanted but could never have
The Billionaire's Game 2021-03 you met lia and zeke in billionaire unloved jett and ruby s book now you can find out what
happened to them did lia really end up marrying the wrong guy although this story is part of the billionaire s obsession series it
can be easily be enjoyed as a standalone friends to lovers billionaire romance lia i thought i had my life all worked out my
wedding had been meticulously planned all i had to do was walk down the aisle and get married to the man i d been engaged to
for over a year pretty easy and uncomplicated right unfortunately all of my well laid plans go up in smoke when my fiancé leaves
me at the church alone because he found a woman who was better suited for his snobby world of wealth and privilege after
realizing what kind of man my intended groom really was it was hard not to be more relieved that i d dodged a bullet than i was
heartbroken problem is i still need to get married all of my hopes and dreams are dependent on me tying the knot by my twenty
eighth birthday and that date is closing in fast way too quickly for me to fall in love all over again as usual my best friend zeke
conner is there to pick up the pieces after i m left at the altar by a jerk he helps me work through the demoralizing event so i can
put it behind me and move on i m stunned when he offers to marry me himself but it s a bargain i can t really refuse as my
relationship starts to change with my best friend i find myself caught in a web of sensual desire and unending passion that s as
terrifying as it is satisfying probably because it seems all too real our arrangement was supposed to be temporary a deal
between friends that zeke swore would benefit both of us but as our marriage starts to feel like so much more than just a
charade for me what will happen when it all ends this book was originally published under the title temporary groom as a part of
the now discontinued left at the altar series it s been completely re written with added chapters and material and retitled
billionaire unwed as part of the billionaire s obsession series
Billionaire Unexpected Jax 2021-01-10 he wanted her from the moment he first saw her he vowed that she would never again
work at a country club he would see to it that she becomes a member april edwards is in big trouble her father s ponzi scheme
has landed him in jail and her family has lost everything with no money to pay for college and no prospects on the horizon april
is at her lowest point but just when she thinks things can t get any worse she loses her job at a posh country club due to the
unwanted advances of a wealthy member enter mysterious billionaire nigel conroy when he learns of april s plight he s
determined to help her in any way he can but his interest in april is more than just philanthropic there s an undeniable spark
between them and their chemistry is off the charts as april and nigel grow closer the country club community is abuzz with
rumors and gossip and when a shocking revelation threatens to destroy everything april has worked for she must confront the
demons of her past and fight for her future read now billionaire romance billionaire ceo billionaire bad boy alpha billionaire
romance new adult romance romance books romance novels contemporary romance billionaire romance books dark billionaire
romance books fiction books erotic romance spicy romance steamy reads young adult age gap romance enemies to lovers bad
boy romance ceo romance boxed sets romance series books series workplace romance office romance second chance romance
college romance angsty romance friends to lovers action and adventure older man younger woman rags to riches dark romance
military romance sports romance heirs wealthy virgin romance pregnancy romance surrogate romance secret baby small town
romance romantic suspense historical romance sweet romance forbidden love regency romance fantasy romance paranormal
romance new adult romance clean romance romantic comedy slow burn romance holiday romance friends to lovers books like
fifty shades of grey anatomy class thrillers suspense small town romance spicy books wealthy romance workplace romance
office romance forbidden love boss romance beach romance multicultural romance wedding romance royal romance
inspirational romance mystery romance young adult romance saga fiction marriage of convenience interracial romance single
parent romance single dad romance medical romance romantic thrillers emotional romance love triangle romance menage sexy
romance sensual hockey sports alpha alpha male bdsm romance cozy happy ever after ending happily ever after ending no
cliffhangers 99 cents books books under 2 99 free books books under 5 00 discount books romance book series sexy books
books on sale book promotions google play books google books google play romance books steamy romance curvy romance
plus size romance bbw romance curvy girl plus size google play books free must reads erotica erotic books mature romance
twists and turns plot twists alpha hero best friends brother fake dating miscommunication brothers best friend opposites attract
insta love forced proximity roommates soulmates ya romances book boyfriends spicy books beauty and the beast romance blind
date romance bully romance billionaire ceo romance chick lit romance dating the boss doctor romance emotional romance
explicit romance fat girl romance crush romance fairytale romance fling romance funny romance fun romance grumpy boss
romance interracial romance jealousy romance love hate romance long distance romance menage romance neighbor romance
obsession romance physician romance playboy romance plain jane romance pregnancy romance quick reads romance return to
hometown romance secret admirer romance secret heir romance billionaire obsession secret baby romance star crossed lovers
romance taboo romance thriller romance unrequited love romance urban romance virgin romance wedding romance ya romance
clean and wholesome romance
Billionaire Unwed Zeke 2024-05-27 my name is lila and i love to sing i ve been an aspiring musician since i was a young child
nothing had come from my aspirations though until i sing at a fundraiser in front of drop dead gorgeous billionaire xander he has
the money and power to change my life but he wants something more from me too my name is xander and i m a billionaire i
decided to create my own record company but it s struggling and going under but after i hear lila sing i know 2 things her voice
could save my company and i want her in my bed convincing her won t be easy
The Billionaire's Obsession: For Fans Of Contemporary Romance, Billionaire Romance, Forbidden Love, Age Gap, Alpha Male
Romance, And Dark Romance Books 2018-12-16 billionaire s obsession book 9
My Billionaire's Obsession 2016-06-03 ruby my name is ruby kent and i m homeless a virgin and terrified when i m kidnapped by
human traffickers and put up for sale on the auction block i m for sale to the highest bidder and i have no idea what my future
will be but i know it s not going to be good i m waiting for a chance to escape and that opportunity finally comes after i m bought
and paid for unfortunately i have no idea that jett lawson has been sent to rescue me not hurt me and even after we re both
injured during my desperate attempt to run away he still wants to take care of me problem is i have no idea how to trust anyone
or let anybody help me i ve always been alone it s safer that way
Billionaire Undaunted 2018-02-21 it s not like he can take out a personal ad lonely billionaire wants loving artist to fix his
miserable life after completion of her contract to supply original art for the revamped clarion headquarters in new york young
artist sarah tyler receives a summons to the stunning home of her enigmatic and oh so out of reach employer clayton gallagher
when clayton offers her a new commission to paint a portrait of his young niece sarah senses that the fascination she s had with
the handsome mr gallagher might not be just one sided she d thought he was avoiding her all those missed meetings and
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opportunities to meet that never quite happened clayton gallagher knows that he shouldn t spend any more time feeding his
fascination with the charming outgoing and delightfully beautiful artist eighteen months of pining is enough but he can t resist
her company any more than he can deny his desire for the kind of life and affection he sees portrayed in her art emotionally
isolated in a cold and unloving family and trapped in a dreary world of duty and responsibility what will happen to clayton when
sarah begins to color his world with life kindness warmth love
Billionaire Unloved 2016-05-04 former rock star xander sinclair may be out of rehab but he s not out of the woods still haunted
by his parents murders he has secluded himself in his amesport mansion and believes he s battling his demons alone that is
until samantha arrives to work as his live in housekeeper the two embark on a fiery relationship that could change them both
forever
The Billionaire's Secret Obsession 2017 billionaire max hamilton thought he was finally starting to find contentment more than
two years after losing his wife mia in a tragic drowning accident he d been reunited with a sister he hadn t realized existed
finally he had family again a reprieve from the pain and loneliness that had haunted him since his devastating loss yeah he was
as happy as a man could be considering he had lost the other half of his soul and most of his heart when fate had torn his wife
away from him or so he believed until the day he rescued a mysterious woman in the park a female who somehow had managed
to reignite a part of him that he thought was long dead suddenly max s protective dominant possessive male instincts flare to
life leaving him at a loss as to how lightning could possibly strike twice in one lifetime is he truly being given another chance at
real happiness or would it be dangled in front of him only to be taken away once again find out by reading the billionaire s
salvation book 3 in the new york times bestselling series the billionaire s obsession this is a complete contemporary erotic
romance novel with no cliffhangers
The Billionaire's Secrets 2013-09 lara bailey isn t in rocky springs for the hot springs the resort activities or the fabulous skiing
she has come to colorado for one reason and one reason only to find and get close to marcus colter the eldest colter brother
unfortunately trouble finds her in the form of tate colter rather than marcus the youngest colter brother is arrogant cocky smart
and tenacious in his attempts to find out why she wants to find marcus even though she s never met him lara isn t willing to
divulge that information and tate is determined to uncover her motives it makes tate one hot wickedly sexy adorably dimpled
alpha male pain in her backside lara is really confused when tate helps her out of a difficult and potentially dangerous situation it
leaves lara wondering if he really is the cocky arrogant jerk that he pretends to be or if there isn t much more to tate colter than
she d initially thought tate colter wants lara bailey in his bed badly when she completely blows him off and ignores him when
they meet he s even more determined to find out her secrets and get her to submit to the molten desire that radiates between
the two of them the fact that she s one tough female a woman who can give back exactly what he dishes out makes her even
more intriguing to him sparks fly as tate and lara become involved in a battle of wits and wills that will ignite flames of passion
and desire like neither one of them have ever experienced but when deception is discovered and a betrayal takes place can
these two adversaries who are so much alike work together without letting the white hot passion burning between them
incinerate them both
The Billionaire's Salvation 2015-01-24 billionaire unveiledthe billionaire s obsession marcus
Billionaire Untamed 1917-07-25 simon and kara are back kara hudson has been married to her billionaire husband simon for
over two years and she loves him even more desperately than she did when they first married unfortunately there was a
distance growing between the two of them and the passion between them wasn t flaring as red hot as it used to burn was it
possible that simon wasn t as crazy in love with her as he used to be or did their problems go much deeper than that simon
hudson loves his wife and his infant daughter so much it hurts and he was getting tired of holding back his emotions from his
worn out exhausted wife who had seen their baby girl through her first year and a half of life without complaint will their
differences and emotional distance tear the two of them apart or will a precious gift from santa help them heal their
misunderstandings and have the merriest christmas they ve ever had not suitable for children under 18
Billionaire Unveiled 2019-08-28 anna has just started her new job at a mega conglomerate corporation upon being assigned a
tough task anna hears humors about her supposedly arrogant and brash ceo things change dramatically when she is assigned to
accompany him on a business trip turns out brian has a different side to him which side does anna uncover
Mine For Christmas 2016-09-14 i have three rules i live by when building multi billion dollar companies rule number one don t
sleep with your employees rule number two never ever ever sleep with your employees and rule number three listen idiot she s
obviously gorgeous but you can t have her only now she quit or she s leaving or whatever i ve had my eyes on her for two years
i practically get in my ten thousand steps each day just by making excuses to walk by her desk catch a glimpse and now i seem
to have contracted a serious case of coitus interruptus love in an elevator not so fast hot and sweaty yet unfulfilled you re
suffering from the side effects of coitus interruptus sex on the beach sounds yummy you might think so but sand in the nether
regions can be just another side effect of coitus interruptus when an ever so nice family decides to stroll down the beach at the
perfect time and the woman i m losing sleep over i actually think she is enjoying my misery i won t stop now and if that means i
need a little help from a mysterious friend playing matchmaker i won s say no i m desperate love is a trickster but i ve faced
fiercer enemies and emerged victorious i must have her
The Billionaire Boss's Obsession 2 (BWWM Interracial Romance Short Stories) 2015-04-24 cade it started with a bet
what comes next lust or love the sassy beauty at the bar a delightful coincidence or fate laughing at me because she s the one
who got away after one unforgettable night and now she s not just any woman she s my new market agent that night at the
hotel lounge was meant to be a one time escape into pleasure but brooke scott isn t just any conquest she s fire and sass
wrapped in a tempting package challenging every rule i ve set for myself from a billionaire with a guarded heart to a man
obsessed she s nothing like kess my online escape who is sweet and timid i m walking a tightrope between my public persona
and the man she s unraveling piece by piece her independence is alluring her spirit irresistible and the more i try to keep my
distance the closer i want to get but when she overhears a conversation never meant for her ears everything teeters on the
edge of collapse can i convince her that she s not a bet but the jackpot one night stand with the billionaire is the prequel to
bossy billionaire obsession a steamy billionaire workplace romance that is sure to leave you breathless and begging for more
this is the first of many bossy billionaire romance stories in the office affairs and billionaire heirs series these swoony billionaires
are grumpy filthy rich and hotter than the sun
Alpha Billionaire Obsession 2019-01-24 the latest in the the billionaire s obsession series by new york times bestselling
author j s scott she s an investigative journalist in trouble he s a billionaire ceo who has sworn off women for the foreseeable
future but has the ability to save her they re two people who belong together and never really recognize it until the unthinkable
happens i ve known chase durand since childhood he s drop dead gorgeous sophisticated ridiculously wealthy and wildly
intelligent unfortunately he s also my best friend s brother and completely unattainable for me always has been even though i ve
had some kind of idiotic attraction to him for the last decade i can t say that chase and i are really friends we re more like
friendly adversaries whenever we meet up as adults sure he still treats me like an honorary sibling just like his own little sister
regrettably i haven t seen him in that light since i graduated from college and probably never will again so i avoid him as often
as possible until the day that i just can t ignore the way i feel anymore until the day he literally saved my life in a way i never
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would have believed possible if it hadn t personally happened to me until the day i realize that there s so much more to chase
durand than the cocky brilliant unbelievably hot billionaire that people see on the surface until the day i see the pain he s always
tried to hide from the rest of the world after all that we re much too close to go back to the way we used to be he s healed my
body and my psyche i can t walk away from chase until i unravel the enigmatic man and do the same for him even if it costs me
both my heart and my soul in the process
Billionaire's Obsession 2023-07-02 powerful fierce and independent cashmere thought that she had all she needed although
she was lacking when it came to love when she s placed in a situation that pushes her towards finding a worthwhile partner in
order to keep her wealth she doesn t hesitate to make a choice out of survival instead of love and all was perfectly planned out
until pike strolled through her door this man is everything she wanted but letting her logic rule she ignores him knowing that
giving herself to him would take her to a place of no return pike had done his best to not cross the line cashmere had drawn in
the sand to just remain friends although knowing that she isn t his normal type he still wanted her more than words could
explain when he found out about cashmere s plan to find a lover he was determined to be the only man to touch her and to give
her what she wanted plus a whole lot more the more pike spends time with cashmere the more she pushes him away but it does
nothing to satisfy his hunger for her pike is willing to pursue cashmere no matter the cost to obtain his obsession
One-Night Stand with the Billionaire 2022-12-05 a pryce family novel deep in debt and stalked by a deadly conman jane connolly
needs a job and a safe place to stay with no one to turn to in an unfamiliar city she can t refuse the kindness of a magnetic
stranger a former mixed martial arts fighter billionaire iain pryce couldn t walk away from a small town girl in a big city
especially when it s obvious she s in trouble but her sweet spirit threatens the single principle he s been living under for the past
thirteen years don t lose control
Billionaire Unclaimed Chase (California Billionaires #4) 2016-07-06 a brand new small town billionaire romance from new york
times bestselling author j s scott what happens when two strangers are thrown together in a remote cabin in montana during a
spring blizzard i traveled to montana to escape my problems in southern california unfortunately i made a wrong turn during a
late season snowstorm and ended up stranded in a small cabin in the middle of nowhere with a man i knew only as kaleb like it
or not the two of us were stuck together until the storm ended and the roads were cleared he doesn t know me i don t know him
i had thought that i was fine knowing nothing about the enigmatic man who had rescued me from freezing to death but
sometimes secrets are eventually revealed in unusual circumstances kaleb and i spilled some of our secrets one stormy night
but i d held back some very important information about myself that may just jeopardize the bond i d formed with kaleb do i
trust kaleb enough to tell him the truth or should i just walk away once the storm clears and ignore the growing attraction that i
could no longer hide
Pursued 2016-11-19
BWWM Romance Boxed Sets: The Billionaire's Wife\The Billionaire's Seduction\A Billionaire's Obsession\Loving the
Alpha Billionaire (4 Complete Series) 2014-12-18
The Billionaire's Holiday Obsession (the Pryce Family Book 2) 2024-03-20
Billionaire Unexplained Kaleb
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